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The world is 
going digital at a 

furious pace



The next 4 hours are about your discovery, not our recipes
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Computers are for answers, humans are for questions  
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Towards 2020: Future 
Scenarios and Introduction 

The Future of Telecommunications, ICT, Culture and Society

 
#ituworldfuture hashtag on Twitter     www.futurediscussion.com for questions
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1 2 4 8 16 32 64
‘Gradually, then suddenly’



Source: https://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/08/12/combinations-and-disruption/



“TECHNOLOGY HAS  

NO ETHICS”



Technology is progressing at exponential ‘warp speed’ while our 
ethics, social contracts and laws have remained mostly linear

Image via  Exponential Organizations Book



http://www.mondaynote.com/2014/11/09/europe-the-digital-squeeze-is-coming/

3 Billion networked new minds, prosumers, participants… 



Powerful new intermediaries emerge, armed with exponential technologies…



Source: mondaynote.com and InternetStats.com

Younger, digital-native generations in BRIC / CIVET / MINT will drive the changes!

http://mondaynote.com
http://InternetStats.com


The Digital Natives are taking over - and they are different



The Digital Natives are taking over - and they are different



The future is hyper-visual, interactive, immersive, augmented, intelligent, mobile

MagicLeap / Google



The re-invention of ‘seeing things’: augmented & virtual

Source: globaltrends.com via Slideshare Strategy Dynamics

Google Glass via Youtube

http://globaltrends.com


The re-invention of ‘seeing things’: augmented & virtual

Source: globaltrends.com via Slideshare Strategy Dynamics

Google Glass via Youtube

http://globaltrends.com


Smart cities: huge opportunity for urban areas, worldwide (focus on BRICA+CIVET+MINT)









Big Data + AI / Deep Learning + IoT: Business Super-Intelligence?



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Technology that predicts and anticipates

Image: Minority Report The Movie



Our data…memories…brains in the cloud?



So who is in charge of this? What are the 
standards, social contracts… Ethics?



‘Everything that happens must be known’



Data is becoming the new oil - but can we avoid a ‘Deep Water Horizon’ of Data ?



Very useful or for some of us, kind of creepy for others…



Robots that move far beyond what we used to call ‘machines’

Jibo - ‘the world’s first family robot’



Technology has seemingly limitless potential to improve our lives 
- but should humans themselves become technology?



Beware of Machine Thinking…



“We are starting to create machines that can make decisions like humans, but these machines don't have morality 
and likely never will” (Nick Bilton, NYT) “Artificial intelligence is potentially more dangerous than nukes” (Elon Musk, 

Tesla) “AI would be the biggest event in human history. Unfortunately, it might also be the last” (Stephen Hawking)



A new kind of arms race, led with data and artificial intelligence



Welcome to 
HellVen 

and



Almost everything that can be digitised or automated… will be 



Almost everything that can be digitised or automated… will be 



http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/01/what-jobs-will-the-robots-take/283239/

Routine-based, average wage, mid-skills jobs: destined for automation



Disintermediation: ’going direct’ using digitally native technologies



Software and computers will soon start doing some ‘brain work’ 
and start impacting white collar jobs, as well (Xero, NZ)



Human work is moving ‘up the value chain’

Video clip via IBM and SmarterPlanet.com

http://SmarterPlanet.com


Digital transformation of society

Transformation of the Ecosystem: towards an interdependent world



The ‘Intergrid’ and Generation ‘Re’



Profit
Profit 

People

The rise of ‘sustainable capitalism’ People 

Planet 
Profit



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

‘Offline’ becomes a new luxury *



To determine the balance between humanity and technology we must go beyond fear



As leaders, we must go beyond the obvious- let’s start today!



@gleonhard

 
#ituworldfuture for tweets     www.futurediscussion.com for questions

Thanks for your time and attention!


